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• Syncope during exercise and syncope not related to exercise

• Does sport activity increase the risk of life-threatening

syncope? Is syncope predictive of SCD?
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Colivicchi F et al. Eur Heart J 2004; 25: 1749-53

Epidemiology

Age 16.2 ± 2.4 yrs

In the previous 5 years



Epidemiology

Kaiser-Nielsen et al. Scan J Med Sports 2017; 27: 115

201 athletes referred to Sport Cardiology Clinic 
for suspected cardiac symptoms or signs

Syncope in 38 (19%) Mean age: 26 yrs
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Risk stratification (at the initial evaluation)

• Indication for ICD or PM (independently of a definite     

diagnosis of the cause of syncope)

• Severe structural or coronary heart disease

• Arrhythmic syncope likely

• Important comorbidities   
(severe anemia, electrolyte disturbances, etc)

High risk

Immediate in-hospital evaluation or early intensive evaluation and 

treatment

✓ Syncope during exertion or supine

✓ Palpitations at the time of syncope

✓ Heart failure or low EF

✓ NSVT    

✓ BBB

✓ Sinus bradycardia <50 bpm

✓ AV block

✓ WPW, long QT, ARVD, Brugada

Unexplained syncope and….



Exercise-related syncope in young competitive 

athletes without evidence of structural heart disease 

Colivicchi et al. Eur Heart J; 2002, 23. 1125-1130

Patients:

• 33 competitive athletes

• no structural heart disease

• syncope during effort (n=17) or after effort (n=16)

Results:

• final diagnosis: neurally-mediated

• 24% recurrence rate at 3 years

• no  clinical event, no injury

Conclusion: 

• Benign condition



Colivicchi F et al. Eur Heart J 2004; 25: 1749-53



Risk stratification

Kaiser-Nielsen et al. Scan J Med Sports 2017; 27: 115

201 athletes referred to Sport Cardiology Clinic 
for suspected cardiac symptoms or signs

Syncope in 38 (19%) 

15 at rest13 post-exercise10 during exercise

Final diagnosis

13 on-going24 Reflex

Mean age: 26 yrs



Colivicchi F et al. Eur Heart J 2004; 25: 1749-53

Recurrence of syncope



In conclusion:

• In the absence of structural heart disease, syncope occurring during or 

immediately after exercise is invariably a benign condition, either in 

athletes or in the sedentary population; 

• The aetiology is likely to be neurally-mediated irrespective of the result of 

tilt testing. 

• There is no reason to consider athletes different from sedentary 

subjects.

• The absence of structural heart disease is the strongest predictor of 

good outcome. 

Brignole M & Puggioni E. Eur Heart J 2002; 23; 1080-1082



COCIS 2017

L’ idoneità puo’ essere concessa :

-Nelle sincopi neuromediate

-Nelle sincopi ortostatiche 

E’ tuttavia consigliabile prudenza negli sport a rischio 
intrinseco

L’idoneita’ va negata:

-Nelle sincopi cardiogene (aritmiche e non) 
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Corrado et al. Eur Heart J 2010; 31: 243 
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Is syncope predictive of SCD ?



• Syncope occurred in 17% in a cohort of 29 young athletes
who died suddenly

(Maron Circulation 1980)

Is syncope predictive of SCD ?



Syncope in the young sportman: 

TAKE HOME MESSAGES 

• Structural heart disease and not syncope is the strongest

predictors of SCD

• The presence of SHD should be carefully ruled-out 

• In absence of SHD, syncope during exercise is a benign

condition

• The management of syncope in athletes should be the same

as for a sedentary subjects.



At the onset, syncope resembles sudden death.

The difference is that the patient recovers from 

the first, not from the latter

Anonimous


